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Good afternoon, Chair and members of the Committee.  My name is Suzanne Balandran, 

Assistant Supervisor of Pipeline Safety for the Kansas Corporation Commission.  I am here today 

to provide comment on amendments to existing rules and regulations regarding natural gas pipeline 

safety.  

Section 60105 of the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act allows states to enforce pipeline 

safety standards provided the state is certified by the US Department of Transportation on an 

annual basis.  One of the conditions of the DOT certification requires the state to adopt federal 

regulations into state rules.  On approximately a two year basis, Staff updates state regulations to 

incorporate the latest federal amendments.  Kansas also has regulations that are more stringent 

than federal regulation.  During these periodic updates, we also take the opportunity to review and 

update as necessary any Kansas specific regulation as well.  A Summary of the proposed 

amendments to the regulations, including the purpose of each, is as follows: 

 

K.A.R. 82-11-2. Enforcement Procedures:  This amendment clarifies the roles that Commission 

Staff and the Commission itself exercise when investigating and enforcing pipeline safety 

regulations.  The current regulation indicates Commission Staff enforce the regulations adopted 

by the Commission.  The clarification explains that the Commission itself enforces the regulations.  

Commission Staff investigates alleged violations of the pipeline safety standards and may bring 

enforcement actions before the Commission for consideration. 

 

K.A.R. 82-11-3. Transportation of natural and other gas by pipeline; annual reports and 

incident reports: This proposed amendment updates the regulation’s adoption to the 2018 edition 

of 49 C.F.R. Part 191. The proposed amendments are necessary to ensure Kansas’ pipeline 

regulations appropriately mirror their federal counterparts.  Many revisions were simply editorial 

changes for stylistic preference among state agencies, reference corrections that are being proposed 

to clear up confusion and eliminate ambiguities, and grammatical changes. The more significant 

revisions proposed for K.A.R. 82-11-3 are as follows: 

K.A.R. 82-11-3(c)(2):  Adds reporting requirements for operators to notify the Commission Staff 

within one hour following confirmed discovery of any incident, as defined in 49 C.F.R. Part 191. 

K.A.R. 82-11-3(g):  Adds an incorporation of K.A.R. 82-11-4 in order to properly adopt the C.F.R. 

section and changes the mechanical fitting failure report filing date from March 15th to March 1st. 
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K.A.R. 82-11-3(j):  Specifies that operators of transmission or gathering pipeline systems, 

liquefied natural gas facilities, and underground natural gas storage facilities shall submit annual 

reports to the Commission’s Staff on March 1.  The previous section (j) was a simplified 

requirement that reports be submitted to the Commission’s Staff upon request. 

 

K.A.R. 82-11-4. Transportation of natural gas and other gas by pipeline; minimum safety 

standards:  This proposed amendment updates the regulation’s adoption to the 2018 edition of 49 

C.F.R. Part 192.  The proposed amendments are necessary to ensure Kansas’ pipeline regulations 

appropriately mirror their federal counterparts.  Many revisions were simply editorial changes for 

stylistic preference among state agencies, reference corrections that are being proposed to clear up 

confusion and eliminate ambiguities, and grammatical changes.  The more significant revisions 

proposed for K.A.R. 82-11-4 are as follows:  

K.A.R. 82-11-4(37):  Creates the obligation for operators to notify the Commission of any 

significant changes to the written qualification program after prior Commission verification.  This 

simply mirrors the C.F.R. but specifically directs operators to notify the state counterparts. 

K.A.R. 82-11-4(38): Similar to the revision in K.A.R. 82-11-4(37), this revision mirrors the C.F.R. 

to ensure that when the program changes, the Commission will be notified. 

 

K.A.R. 82-11-6.  Procedures to ensure compliance with minimum safety standards:  the 

proposed amendments establish a uniform procedural framework for enforcing Kansas’ pipeline 

safety standards and other safety-related proceedings.  The KCC also enforces the Kansas 

Underground Utility Damage Prevention Act (KUUDPA).  The proposed revisions attempt to 

mirror the pipeline safety enforcement procedures with the KUUDPA procedures.  More 

significant revisions proposed for K.A.R. 82-11-6 are as follows: 

K.A.R. 82-11-6(a):  The proposed amendment gives operators the ability to review the audit-

inspection findings.  If or when a possible violation has been discovered the operators will know 

what was found and may be able to mitigate some damages or prevent future violations.   

K.A.R. 82-11-6(b):  This amendment creates an obligation for Commission Staff to properly serve 

the operator when a probable violation has been discovered.  This protects the Commission and 

operator by ensuring probable violations are reliably communicated and served on the operator. 

K.A.R. 82-11-6(c):  this amendment will allow the commission to create and use a standardized 

form to serve operators when a probable violation has been discovered. 

K.A.R. 82-11-6(d):  this amendment gives specific instructions to the operator on how to properly 

respond to a notice of probable violation. 

K.A.R. 82-11-6(f):  In the event any new facts or information is discovered surrounding the 

probable violation, this amendment allows Commission Staff to amend its allegation of probable 

violation.   

K.A.R. 82-11-6(h):  Similar to KUUDPA violations, if an operator fails to respond to the notice 

of probable violation, this will constitute admission to factual allegations made by Commission 

Staff. 
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K.A.R. 82-11-6(i):  Modification to civil penalties is not uncommon in many Commission 

proceedings.  Not all safety violations are identical with the same set of facts.  This revision allows 

the Commission to modify the typical penalty in order to incentivize remedial action from the 

operator on a case by case manner.   

K.A.R. 82-11-6(l):  This revision lays out the operator’s ability to request a hearing on an order 

within 15 days of service of the order. 

K.A.R. 82-11-6(m):  This revision highlights the Commission’s ability to show cause an operator 

or to open any other investigation into possible violations. 

 

K.A.R. 82-11-7.  Reporting Requirements:  These amendments strike a redundant regulatory 

provision.  The annual and incident reporting requirements struck from this regulation are already 

contained and adopted by reference in K.A.R. 82-11-3 or are already required from pipeline 

operators pursuant to 49 C.F.R. Part 191.5.  Additionally, these proposed amendments require 

natural gas pipeline operators to resubmit construction notices for a projects if the project has not 

been started or has been started but not yet completed by year-end. 

 

K.A.R. 82-11-10.  Drug and alcohol testing:  These proposed amendments update drug and 

alcohol testing requirements.   

 

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on these proposed regulations.  I 

would be glad to answer any additional questions you may have. 

 


